Day 29: Proofreading • Grammar

Fix the errors you find in the following paragraph. There are five mistakes.

Clive Staples Lewis is a well-known British author, most famous for his *Chronicles of Narnia* series of books. Through his Christian faith is evident throughout many of his writings C.S. Lewis actually left Christianity for atheism during his university years. However after years of intellectual wrestling Lewis returned to Christianity and became a great defender of the faith.

Identify the part of speech of the underlined word by writing it on the line.

That **jump** was the highest of the meet. ________________

I’ll let **myself** out. ________________

I’d love to fly **among** the stars. ________________

The **shining** sun blinded the driver. ________________

That fruit salad **looks** delicious! ________________

We’re **very** late for the meeting! ________________
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